State and Public School Employees Life and Health Insurance Board Meeting
Minutes
July 6, 2007 9:30 a.m.
 

The 88th meeting of the State and Public School Life and Health Insurance Board (hereinafter called the Board), met Friday, July 6, 2007 at 9:30 a.m. in the EBD Board Room, 501 Woodlane, Suite 500, Little Rock, AR  72201.


MEMBERS PRESENT			MEMBERS ABSENT	 
Dr. Bobbie Davis				Tom Emerick
Shelby McCook				Robert Watson
Janis Harrison					Renee Mallory
Joe Musgrove				 	 		 		 
	Charlie Campbell				 
	Dr. Joseph Thompson  			 
	Anita Woodall
John Mattox
Vance Strange

	Sharon Dickerson, Executive Director, Employee Benefits Division.


OTHERS PRESENT:
John Bauerlein, Kevin Geurtsen, Milliman; George Platt, Leigh Ann Chrouch, Jason Lee, Connie Diggs, Sherry Bryant, Kim Wilmot, Stella Greene, Amy Redd, Dianna Goforth, Cathy Harris, EBD; Rhonda Jaster, ACHI/EBD; Bryan Meldrum, NovaSys; Barry Fielder, NMHC; Ron DeBerry, David Bridges, ABCBS/HA; Kristi Clark, ABA; Karen Henson, AGFC; Mona Neal, PSC; Charles Hesselbein, ASE Retiree; Kay Durnett, Marc Watts, ASEA; Pat Gosher, Sharon Marcum, Samara Duckworth, Amy Cates, Joyce Rhodes, Susan Hill, CorpHealth; Richard Brittain, DHS; Eddie Freyer, USAble; Roy Lamm, QualChoice; Kathy Lavender, AGFC; Peggy Nabors, AEA Legal Services; Nina Rogers, DFA;  Kim Henderson; Becky Adams, Ashley Beavers, Mike Boyd


CALL TO ORDER
Meeting was called to order by Dr. Bobbie Davis  

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The request was made by Dr. Davis to approve the minutes of the prior meetings.  Strange moved to approve the minutes of the June 19, 2007 Board meeting and June 27, 2007 teleconference as amended.  Dr. Davis seconded the motion.  All were in favor. The motion carried. 

BOARD REQUEST by Dr. Bobbie Davis 
Dr. Davis requested that constituents and vendors contact the Director’s office to respond to Board issues or to provide any information they would like to share with individual Board members.  A discussion ensued and it was determined that constituents may contact the Board members directly but all vendors must go through the Director.


FINANCIALS by Leigh Ann Crouch 
Chrouch presented detailed Financial Statements for Arkansas State Employees (ASE) and Public School Employees (PSE) January 1, 2007 through May 31, 2007.  Included was a summary of the financial history for the 2006 plan year and 2007 plan year. 

Chrouch reported ASE and PSE claims expense is higher for the month of May and projected to be higher in June also. 

The Board conducted an in-depth discussion about the net assets available, less reserves allocated and catastrophic reserve, whereupon, Chrouch and McCook agreed to continue the discussion after the meeting.   

Chrouch told the Board they project that the net assets available will be $1,272,000 dollars at the end of the 2007 plan year for the ASE members.

McCook and Chrouch discussed formatting issue in the report– (dates indicating the time-frame for reserve allocation).  Chrouch said she would make the necessary changes for clarification purposes.  

Strange made the motion to approve the financials.  Maddox seconded.  All were in favor.  Motion approved. 

McCook stated that the catastrophic reserve is real money and can be used.  


DIRECTOR’S COMMENT by Sharon Dickerson 
Dickerson commented that she hopes they do not have to use the catastrophic reserve for 2008 but save it for 2009.  Dickerson talked about the initiatives EBD has implemented and the other programs they will bring to the Board in the future to save the Plan money.  

Dickerson said claim costs will decrease because membership has been shifted over to the Health Advantage side and that they are seeing the very worst situation occurring in May and June.  

Dickerson said in order to decrease the rates going forward the Board will have to make some tough decisions.  EBD and Milliman have identified some costs that can be cut in order to decrease the rates and the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) has been identified as one of those services.  





CORPHEALTH by Patrick Gotcher
Patrick D. Gotcher, President /CEO of Corphealth, Inc. presented a PowerPoint titled “Unlock – Health & Productivity Management Advantage”.  

Gotcher told the Board the Employee Assistance Program has served ASE and PSE since 2001, and while they recognize the Plan’s circumstances it is important for the Board to understand that experts agree that while companies and state governments continue to make changes to their benefits plan design, the majorities are continuing to institute more aggressive steps with regard to health and productivity endeavors like the Employee Assistance Program (EAP) and the Wellness program. 

Gotcher explained some of the factors in an overall effort that will overtime, impact healthcare cost in a positive way; but more importantly, impact members and family members in a positive way.  

	Manage health and demand

Manage stress
Strengthen EAP 

Source: presentation given at WBGH – IBI National Forum on Health, Productivity and Absence Management (2003).  Ron Z. Goetzel, Ph.D., Vice President, Consulting and Applied Research, the Medstat Group, Director, Cornell University, Institute for Health and Productivity Studies 

The Employee Assistance Program (EAP).   

Value Propositions:
	Provide confidential assistance to employee and their family members for personal issues in their lives.  

Provide support and consultation to management to deal with poorly performing employees, workplace violence situations and other issues with an employee in the workplace.   

IMPACTS:
	Lowers medical costs associated with stress, depression, substance abuse

Reduces absenteeism
Reduces presenteeism 
Improves employee safety 
Reduces turnover 
Improves productivity 

Gotcher reported a total of 38,922 contacts between the member and StarEAP from 2005-2007 through calls, service inquiries, sessions, websites hits, exhibits, management consultations, conferences, training and presentations.  Over 3,200 EBD members have participated in one of Corphealth/HealthMedia’s lifestyle management programs, either on the web only or with the use of a health coach.    

Steve Melek, FSA, Milliman joined the meeting via-teleconference.  Melek told the Board that the return on investments are coming from reduced behavioral healthcare cost that would otherwise occur in outpatient settings with psychologists, social workers and perhaps more use of psychotropic drugs for stress and other behavioral health management issues.         

Gotcher concluded his presentation by reporting the funding loss consequences to the Plan.  Gotcher said health plan cost will increase up to $1½ million dollars for outpatient cost and additional cost for inpatient behavioral health care will occur because there is a delay in getting help.  Also, productivity gains will be lost, and the health coaching approach and result would be altered.  Gotcher asked the Board not to eliminate, but move forward with the Employee Assistance Program.   

Dr. Thompson and Dickerson discussed the Legislation and the delegation of responsibility of the Board to provide EAP services.  Dickerson said there is nothing in the Legislation that states the Plan has to provide the service.  

Dr. Thompson said the EAP is probably a needed service for worksite environmental safety issue and employee support; however it seems the Plan has absorbed a cost that really is a HR cost.  

Dickerson explained EAP is more intercalate involved with behavioral health services and medical because they provide the behavioral health benefit as well.  Dickerson told the Board that she was not provided the information that Gotcher presented when she reviewed 2006 EAP data and was surprised to know that EAP had touched more lives than she realized.    

Strange said if they are going to put money into a program that has been developed for state employee, the agencies should have some kind of commitment to use the services.  

Musgrove and Harrison said employees in their departments are encouraged to participate in the program and that they have no knowledge of how many members participate in the program because the information is confidential.  

Musgrove said he is concern that the Board is spending a great deal of time looking at things that do not make a significant difference in the cost to the employee because costs will only be lowered by less than 1% if the EAP benefit is eliminated.   

Gotcher said they invited several members to attend the Board meeting but some could not attend because of other responsibilities.  Gotcher told the Board that there was one member present in the audience that could address questions from the Board.     

McCook said the decision resides with the Director and DFA officials because EAP is primarily funded by FICA savings from the Cafeteria Plan.  McCook then explained how the incomes for FICA savings are accumulated and talked about the Arkansas code for Life and Health Insurance which gives the Executive Director the authority over all voluntary products.  McCook said he believes EAP falls into that category and the Board has no authority.         

Dickerson said she agrees however the situation is a little different because the model EAP uses is intercalated entwined with the behavioral health program.  Dickerson said she did not know until after her conversation with Durnett and others that the initial intent of the FICA was to pay for the EAP.   

Chrouch answered questions from the Board on how the FICA income is reported in the financials.  Chrouch said there is $3.3 million dollars in FICA savings.  

Musgrove said he has a problem with how the money is shown in the assets, because if the amount changes it has to show up in either income or expenses.  

Dr. Thompson said he would like the FICA information clarified on the report.   Chrouch said she will provide the information in the next Board meeting.   

Dr. Thompson suggested that the Board hear the alternative plan design structures prepared by Milliman before deciding on individual components of the Plan’s benefits.      


2008 RATES – ASE ACTIVES & ASE / PSE RETIREES by John Bauerlein and Kevin Geurtsen, Milliman 
Bauerlein explained that the plan design and subsidy approach approved in the Board meeting on June 19th created significant monthly increases for family and employee/spouse coverage.   Since then, Milliman has been asked to review alternative plan design options in order to assist with employee premiums. 

Milliman presented several options to the Board and the savings each will provide to the Plan.  

	Remove Dental Benefit

Remove Vision Benefit
Remove Tobacco Cessation Program
Remove Weight Loss Phase 1 program
Remove EAP Benefit
Increase Physical co-pay $5 ($25 PCP, $35 SPC)
Implement pre-existing conditions exclusions

Bauerlein reported there would be a direct savings of $902,761 dollars for ASE if the EAP benefit is eliminated because the Plan will not have to pay premiums to Corphealth anymore.   Bauerlein commented that although there is nothing in the reports that reflects any potential shift of EAP costs back to behavioral health, he has some concerns that there will be some costs.  

Bauerlein presented the alternative plan designs and subsidy structures for ASE and ASE & PSE Retirees.  
 
Arkansas State Employees (ASE) 

Alternative 1								Savings
Eliminate Dental and EAP & Increase the Physician/Spec office visit copay	$3,931,968	

Alternative 2 
Eliminate Dental, Vision and EAP & Stringent pre-exist clause			$4,258,322
 
Subsidy Approach 
 
	Actives						Retirees	 (1)
Employee     Dependent 		Not Medicare Eligible		Medicare Eligible 
				Retiree		Dependents	Retirees		Dependents 
75%		50%		66%		50%		66%		50%

	Includes $2.25 M of directed income to retirees


Bauerlein explained how each alternative plan design change produced a significant reduction in the premium rates than presented on June 19, 2007.  This included an additional $6 million dollars increase in funding and $3 million dollars retiree drug subsidy allocation. 
 
Geurtsen explained what the cost impacts to the employees would be if they decided to keep EAP and eliminate some of the other options.    

Bauerlein reported that $2.25 million dollars of the $4.3 million dollars (3 million FICA savings and the 1 million dollars of investment income) is being allocated to the Retirees, leaving about $2 million dollars of unallocated funding available.   
 
McCook said he is pleased with the alternative plan designs presented by Milliman and thinks they should continue to provide EAP services but it is the Director’s decision.   

Musgrove suggested they leave the plan benefits alone and allocate the money because the real difference appeared to be in the allocation.  Musgrove asked the Board to consider how much of the change in the employee premiums is due to the plan design change and how much is do to the allocations. 

Dickerson said the benefit changes make a big difference in the dependent component then explained that there are four things that they can work with to produce savings: revenue, admin fees, employee contributions and plan design.   

Geurtsen explained how dollars are allocated to the different Employees and Retirees tiers.  

Dr. Thompson told the Board about a meeting whereupon he learned that their vendors charge a difference in administration (admin) fees of about $3.2 million dollars for state employees.  Dr. Thompson suggested that when they bid next year, the Plan include a clause that says the “Plan will only pay the minimum admin fee”.  Dr. Thompson said it doesn’t make sense to cut out employee benefits while paying double admin fee to vendors.   

Dickerson agreed and told the Board that the vendors are administrating the benefits in exactly the same way, however one is charging more than the other.   Dickerson said she has asked the vendors to decrease their cost but they refused.  Dickerson said they will cut some of the cost as EBD take over some of the functions.  

McCook made the motion to rescind the actions made by the Board on June 19, 2007 to adopt the 2008 ASE Actives and ASE and PSE Retirees. Musgrove seconded.   

Dr. Thompson requested that a proposal be placed on the table to explain why the Board is rescinding rates and suggestions on how to proceed.  Dr. Thompson said the Board made an informed decision in June and understood the ramifications and were in agreement and voted unanimously.   Dr. Thompson said he believes the Board is not in a place where they are going to vote unanimously in today’s meeting.   

Dickerson explained she received a direct request from ASEA and out of regards and respect for the organization, the issue was discussed with the State's Chief Fiscal Officer.  The State's Chief Fiscal Officer requested that the Board review the rates again to determine if there was anything else to be done to decrease the rates.  Dickerson apologized to the Board if anyone misunderstood her request at the last meeting. 

The Board conducted an in-depth discussion about the subsidy approach.  

The Chair restated the Motion that was seconded:  To rescind the actions made by the Board on June 19, 2007 to adopt the 2008 ASE Actives and ASE and PSE Retirees. Five members were in favor, three members opposed.  Motion carried.  

McCook made the motion to adopt the rates in alternative 3, the removal of dental and increased physician copay $5 ($25 PCP, $35 SPEC) and remove the reduction that was provided for by the elimination of EAP but add in the funds that will be generated by the elimination of vision.   Campbell seconded.  Dr. Davis called for questions.  

Dr. Thompson said he believes there are people who seek employment with the state to access the health insurance plan because they have a healthcare need that is not being met by other insurances.  Dr. Thompson requested that option 7 (implement pre-existing conditions exclusions) be discussed as a potential option to add to alternative 3.  

The Board agreed to discuss option 7 and entertain as a separate motion. 

The Chair restated the Motion that was seconded: to adopt the rates in alternative 3; the removal of dental and increased physician copay $5 ($25 PCP, $35 SPEC) and remove the reduction that was provided for by the elimination of EAP but add in the funds that will be generated by the elimination of vision.  Five members were in favor, three members opposed.  Motion carried.  
	
Dr. Thompson explained that private self-insured companies frequently put a first year cap on their insurance exposure to keep individuals from seeking employment only to gain access to health insurance coverage.  As more and more people in other companies loose their health insurance coverage, the Plan is more exposed to people seeking employment with the state solely to get access to the health insurance coverage because they have expensive medical conditions.   Dr. Thompson said insurance is about risks that aren’t previously identified and it places the existing employees at jeopardy if they do not take steps to protect the member’s interest.  

Geurtsen told the Board pre-existing exclusion will have a fairly large saving of a little more than 1% of medical claim costs, if enforced as stringent as possible and is subject to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).  Geurtsen said they did not look at caps for exposure because pre-existing exclusions have greater opportunities for savings because of the turnover rates.   

Dickerson said a pre-existing exclusion would have to be very stringent in order to capture the kind of savings they would want to generate and is probably above and beyond what they would want to do.  Dickerson said she thinks 6 months or 1 year waiting period on existing conditions would be quite appropriate. 

Dr. Thompson said he is concerned for the long-term protection of the Plan and the fiduciary obligation to the existing state employees.  Dr. Thompson requested that Milliman bring back proposals for: 1) Pre-existing conditions 2) Waiting periods for coverage 3) Cap on exposure.

McCook requested that Milliman bring back information on the basic life insurance that is offered to ever full-time state employee.    

Dickerson said they have a new contract for life Insurance and while they can review the issue they cannot make a change in the first year of the contract. 

Geurtsen referenced a page from the report.  
 (Funding per position = $350 - $2.50 for life insurance = $347.50).

Dr. Davis asked Milliman to set up clear parameters in future reports so everyone will understand. 

The Board reviewed the Public State Employee (PSE) alternative plan designs because the PSE Plan has to mirror the ASE plan.

Public School Employees (PSE)

Alternative 1								Savings
Eliminate Dental and EAP & Increase the Physician/Spec office visit copay	$4,261,323

Subsidy Approach 

Actives	(1)					Retirees	 (2)
Employee     Dependent 		Not Medicare Eligible		Medicare Eligible 
				Retiree		Dependents	Retirees 	Dependents 
58.8%		10.5%		17.7%		0.0%		70.2%		0.0%
	Includes $13 M reserve allocation              2- Includes $1 M reserve allocation


Alternative 2 								Savings
Eliminate Dental, Vision and EAP & Stringent pre-exist clause			$4,567,906

Subsidy Approach 

Actives	(1)					Retirees	 (2)
Employee     Dependent 		Not Medicare Eligible		Medicare Eligible 
				Retiree		Dependents	Retirees 	Dependents 
59.0%		10.5%		17.5%		0.0%		69.4%		0.0%
1- Includes $13 M reserve allocation              2- Includes $1 M reserve allocation

Geurtsen said Milliman will provide formalized rates on Monday.  

Musgrove made the motion to rescind the actions made by the Board on April 17, 2007 to adopt the State of Arkansas Public School Employees 2007 – 2008 PSE Rates (Active Employees).  McCook seconded.  Five members were in favor, three members opposed.  Motion carried.  

Musgrove made the motion to adopt the rates in alternative 3; the removal of dental and increased physician copay $5 ($25 PCP, $35 SPEC) and remove the reduction that was provided for by the elimination of EAP but add in the funds that will be generated by the elimination of vision.  Harrison seconded.  Five members were in favor, three members opposed.  Motion carried.  

Dr. Thompson commented that he could not imagine that the elimination of dental and vision will not cost the Plan more in terms of PR.   Dr. Thompson said it seems as if they have been forced into revising the rates and the yield isn’t going to be as much than if they had a chance to really think through how they want to design the benefit package differently.   
 
Dickerson said school business official will be impacted the most because of system issues.  Dickerson said she appreciated the Board’s support because the decisions they have had to make were not easy.     

The Board heard comments from Richard Brittain with the Department of Human Services (DHS).  Brittain explained why he is opposed to eliminating the dental benefit.    



ADJOURNMENT: 
Strange moved to adjourn the meeting, all members were in favor.  The meeting adjourned at 3:10pm.  The next meeting is scheduled for October 16, 2007 at 1:00pm in the EBD Board room. 


